
How to create a category 
management plan



Benefits of category management?

❖ Align procurement strategy with organizational 
strategy.

❖ Focus on long term plan and strategy rather than 
hopping from suppliers to suppliers to save few 
pennies.

❖ Ability to leverage the purchasing power of a 
category across the entire organization.

❖ Transform the procurement approach from 
reactive to proactive.



Getting started with a category plan

Assess Create Execute Track

Four step framework for creating a category plan



Assess

❖ Assessing the current situation is the first step in 
defining a good category plan

❖ What to assess
➢ Overall Company goals

■ Short term and long term goals.
■ Demands for products impacted by this 

category.
■ Demand forecast based on company goals.
■ Risk factors and probability of occurrence.
■ Whether the product impacted by this 

category is strategic or tactical.



Assess contd..

❖ Market Insights
■ Current Supply and demand mix.
■ Who are the key suppliers in the mix.
■ Future growth and impact on supply.

❖ Current supplier and spend
■ Historical  spend data. 
■ Who are the key suppliers.
■ Historical supplier performance.
■ Risk factors with current supply base, for 

example geographical risk.



Create
❖ Based on the outputs of the last step, create a 

category plan which should cover the following
➢ Category classification

■ Type of category (Strategic, tactical etc).
■ Demand classification, for example 

seasonal.
➢ Category leadership team

■ In case of multi- locations, what is the 
leadership structure.

■ This is crucial for adoption especially when 
you have sites across countries.



Create

❖ Communication approach
➢ How the new category plan will be 

implemented across multiple locations.
➢ What support is required from each location 

for execution and implementation of the plan
❖ Supplier approach

➢ Supplier approach based on category strategy.
➢ Single source vs. multiple sources.
➢ For example, Supplier consolidation vs. 

Supplier development.



Execute

❖ Execute the category plan.

❖ Define the key milestones to track the progress 
of the category execution plan.

❖ Take corrective actions as required.



Track

❖ Establish the success factors for a successful 
implementation of category plan
➢ For example, roll out plan.
➢ Adherence to contracted practice.
➢ Controlling rogue spend.

❖ Report the progress
➢ Communicate the success to the business 

stakeholders
➢ Lessons learned and support required from 

different organizational functions.
➢ Opportunities and plans for continuous 

improvements.



Thanks


